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While most information about olfactory perception
comes from human psychophysics, most neurophysiolo-
gical understanding of neural odor coding comes from
rodents. Intensity perception in humans is known to
undergo rapid adaptation in as little as a single inhalation
of odor. In rodents, odor-driven neural responses change
rapidly across sniffs, but it is unclear whether these
changes are associated with reductions in perceived odor
intensity. To address this issue, we used a behavioral
assay in rats to measure changes in the relative intensity
of two odors as a function of concentration and after
rapid adaptation. We show that a brief 300 ms exposure
to an adapting odor immediately reduces the perceived
intensity of the same odor relative to an unrelated con-
trol odor. This drop in relative intensity is similar to a
10-fold dilution of the test odor. Our data show that per-
ceived odor intensity in rodents changes rapidly following
odor onset, possibly in just one sniff. This provides a
potential perceptual correlate to rapid changes in odor
responses observed in neurophysiological investigations
of odor coding.
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